We present a practical new method for fabricating a coupled single quantum emitterplasmonic nanoantenna system. Emission characteristics of a single defect center embedded in hexagonal Boron Nitride (hBN) multilayers is modified using plasmonic nanoantennas. By dewetting thin silver films on hBN multilayers, plasmonic nanoantennas are obtained in a size controlled way with no adverse effects on the defects. A arXiv:2003.13824v1 [physics.optics] 30 Mar 2020 Keywords Single photon source, hexagonal Boron Nitride (hBN), plasmonics, nanoantenna, dewetting thin films.
very same single defect center is investigated with and without nanoantenna in order to demonstrate the modification of its emission characteristics. Based on the initial silver film thickness in dewetting process, on-demand enhancement and quenching effects are observed. For attaining deterministic coupling strengths, an electromagnetic simulation model is employed in the light of experiments. Fluorescence lifetime, radiative and nonradiative emission rate calculations are used for estimating the spatial configuration of the defect-nanoantenna system as well as for confirming the experimental findings.
Our approach provides a low-cost and uncomplicated coupling scheme as an alternative to the scanning probe tip antenna technique. demonstrating effect of the nanoantenna. 13, 14 Γ Γ 0 ≡ ρ( r 0 , ω 0 ) ρ 0 ( r 0 , ω 0 ) (1)
Γ 0 (Γ) is the emission rate of a QE and ρ 0 (ρ) is photonic local density of states (LDOS) at the position, r 0 , of QE in the absence (presence) of a nanoantenna. The normalization is useful in cancelling out the transition matrix element and reducing the relation to a simple ratio in Eq.(1) which expresses 'nanoantenna' effect. It may also read as modification of LDOS on the point r 0 (position of the QE) at frequency ω 0 . The adjective local implies that ρ 0 is a function of position. 15 Any change in r 0 inherently causes a different ρ 0 value. That is to say, for the sake of a reliable controlled experiment and a deterministic analysis, one should not change the emitter's position throughout the spatial coupling of a nanoantenna.
For example, LDOS for a QE, which rests at r 1 , is ρ 0 (r 1 , ω) in the absence of a nanoantenna. Then, the QE is transported to a point, r 2 , in the vicinity of a nanoantenna. Modified LDOS becomes ρ(r 2 , ω) in which the normalized emission rate of the QE would be;
and would not be,
The expression (3) shows that effect of nanoantenna on the QE's emission rate is ambiguous and moving the QE is not an appropriate method for a before-and-after comparison. More precisely, in the absence of nanoantenna, the QE is considered with its environment as a whole, including the substrate. Hence, the definition of 'deterministic coupling' should be scrutinized thoroughly.
Deterministic coupling 16 of a plasmonic nanoantenna with a single quantum emitter is first demonstrated using a scanning probe. 17 As an alternative to scanning probe technique it may be considered to fabricate nanoantenna in the vicinity of QE using conventional micro and nanofabrication techniques. In vast majority of these techniques, the locality of the QE is exposed to changes due to gas or liquid based chemical procedures often encountered in these techniques. Moreover, ensuring QE to stay intact during the procedures is not straightforward.
One suggestion is to place the QE onto a nanoantenna array. 18 Although this may be preferred for the practical reasons of experimental work, it contravenes with the above discussion described by Eq. (3) . Even though a value for the emission rate before and after placement can be acquired, in the strict sense, it would not be fair to suggest achievement of deterministic coupling after the transfer procedure. This is because the spatial configuration of the QE after the transfer cannot be ensured to match the configuration before the transfer during lifetime or emission rate measurements. Moreover, in order to identify a particular QE's relative position to nanoantenna, it would require performing an additional investigation with scanning near-field optical microscope.
In this work, we demonstrate a highly practical and low-cost method to obtain a quantumplasmonic hybrid system. It provides an opportunity to investigate luminescence features of a very same QE with and without nanoantenna in the strict sense which is consistent with the discussion around Eq. (2) . The method allows one to estimate spatial configuration of the QE-nanoantenna system without having to spatially control or image the configuration using a scanning probe microscope system. Furthermore, enhancement and quenching of radiative emission rates can be controlled through uncomplicated handling of the experimental parameters. For a demonstration of the strength of our technique, we present our results for two different settings of one of the control parameters, namely initial silver coating thickness which in-turn controls the average nanoantenna size, in our manuscript.
As a quantum emitter, we use defect centers dwelling in two dimensional (2D) van der Waals layered hexagonal Boron Nitride 19 (hBN) multilayers. We start with hBN flakes which are multilayer quasi-2D structures that we disperse on polished silicon substrates using simple drop casting of an hBN suspension (Graphene Supermarket BN Solution). Initial recognition of an hBN flake hinges upon its silhouette (Figure 9a , 9b, also see Supplementing Information, Figure 3 ) through a coarse scanning process over a vast area on the silicon substrate using an optical microscope. The actual confirmation is made using fluorescence data collected from the candidate hBN flake under laser illumination (532 nm cw) through a spectrometer coupled to the optical microscope, a configuration which can be called a micro-photoluminescence (µ-PL) setup. Exact position of a candidate hBN flake observed in optical microscope is found again in µ-PL setup by using preformed unique markings on the substrate surface before deposition of hBN flakes (See Supplementing Information section of methods, Figures 1, 2) . When the obtained fluorescence spectrum exhibits energy differences with zero phonon line (ZPL) peaks and its phonon side bands (PSB) as expected from hBN Raman spectrum, we use this information as a confirmation for an hBN defect center. In hunting for a defect center, excitation laser spot (∼ 1.5 µm) of the µ-PL setup ( Figure 4 in Supporting Information) is scanned around an hBN flake till a convincing PL spectrum belonging to a defect center is captured during a real time acquisition ( Figure   9d ). Fine tuning of the position is performed using a piezo nanopositioner to attain the maximum PL-signal from the color center. In addition, polarization angle-resolved µ-PL capability provides polarization dependent collection of the fluorescence emission. In Figure   9d , we present an example of the case in which a defect center has a ZPL at 705 nm clearly exhibiting dipole pattern. PSB of the emission at 780 nm confirms that PL originates from a single hBN defect center.
In our method, we fabricate silver (Ag) plasmonic nanoantennas in the vicinity of the defect center using a self organized approach, rather than moving the defect center to the vicinity of an already fabricated nanoantenna. We especially refrain from transferring of the defect center in order to ensure identical photonic LDOS of the environment for unambiguous determination of plasmonic nanoantenna-QE coupling. In the fabrication of silver plasmonic nanoantennas, a technique so-called 'solid-state dewetting of thin films' is used in which a 5-20 nm thick Ag film is deposited on the hBN decorated silicon substrate subsequently annealed at ∼350 • C. 20 Silver is selected for its low-loss, narrow and strong plasmon bands and excellent dewetting properties in comparison to other noble metals, for instance, gold. During the annealing process, high surface-area-to-volume ratio yields instability at temperatures significantly below the melting point of silver. 21 A driving force occurs to balance the instability by diffusion mass transfer. As a consequence, Ag nanoislands are formed due to the disintegration on Ag thin film. Agglomeration of nanoislands happens in varying sizes. Nanoisland size distribution is centered around a peak value where its position can be controlled using different initial film thicknesses ( Figure 2 ). It is remarkable that the nanoislands formed by dewetting are, to a large extent, of hemispherical or hemispheroidal shape in case of Ag, which is not always the case, for instance, in Au dewetting. Dewetting with Ag plasmonic nanoantennas. [27] [28] [29] For case-2, a self evident enhancement is observed in Figure 3d with the scattering dominant regime of 110 nm sized Ag nanoantennas.
In the framework of nanoantenna picture, incoming electromagnetic field of excitation source is captured by the nanoantenna based on its interception area (extinction cross section). Depending on the particle size, captured electromagnetic field is either predominantly absorbed (Joule loss) or is scattered. Substantial amount of electromagnetic energy is coupled to the surface plasmons of nanoantenna and is localized in its near field (often referred to as hotspot formation). Depending on the nature of the coupled surface plasmon mode being dipole or higher order-like, the detectivity of the scattered photons in the far field varies.
In the framework of a defect center in the vicinity of a nanoantenna there are two physical processes responsible for the fluorescent enhancement and lifetime reduction. Firstly, both the direct incident photons and the nanoantenna scattered photons excite the defect center (referred to as field enhancement) which is responsible for enhanced fluorescence without modification of the lifetime. Secondly, a part of the fluorescent photons upon scattering from the nanoantenna will be directed back to the defect center that result in stimulated emission of photons with consequence both in lifetime shortening and fluorescence enhancement. Subsequently, the defect center emits more photon at a time. This corresponds to the Purcell factor 4 (τ 0 /τ ) associated with the effect of plasmonic nanoantenna on the emission properties of the QE, in which is denoted by τ 0 and τ are the lifetimes in the absence and presence of nanoantenna, respectively. Note that detected photons in the far field do not alone stand for the Purcell factor since a significant part of photons that are localized in the near field of the nanoantenna. 30 Due to the fact that depending on the size of the nanoantenna, a significant portion of the localized photons (in the form of surface plasmon polaritons-SPPs) are subject to Joule losses (or absorption in the metal). So it can be stated that a significant part of the emission can be of nonradiative nature due to absorptive losses.
Since the curves provided in Figure 3d correspond to far-field detected photons, the measured enhancement factor of ∼2.5 corresponds to normalized "radiative" emission (Γ rad /Γ 0 ).
The effect can be safely extended to a discussion on the modification of quantum yield with and without the presence of the Ag nanoantennas, as often the native quantum yield of QEs tend to suffer from intrinsic nonradiative losses. 31 Purcell Factor
Time-resolved investigation of hBN defect centers with and without nanoantenna clearly demonstrates lifetime reduction in both defect centers ( Figure 4 ). Purcell factor can be both expressed as the ratio of the QE transition rate with the nanoantenna to native QE transition rate, or as the inverse ratio of the lifetime of the QE with the nanoantenna to native QE lifetime. 4 In case of nanoantenna, the transition rate is the sum of radiative and nonradiative transition rates. In Figure 4a , we show the time resolved fluorescence measurements on an hBN defect center in the absence and presence of a Ag plasmonic nanoantenna in case 1.
Our analysis shows that the time response can be modeled by a double exponential decay function in both cases. The two initial time constants of 1.97 and 6.96 ns determined in the absence of the nanoantenna are found to reduce to 1.10 and 3.00 ns, respectively.
In Figure 4a , Purcell factor is determined to be 2 for the defect center in case-1. We have conducted electromagnetic simulations using finite elements method (FEM) in order to determine normalized radiative decay rates as a function of Ag plasmonic nanoantenna distance to the hBN defect center. Since the Purcell factor is due to collective influence of normalized radiative and nonradiative rates, the simulation results given in Figure 4b and 4d enable to estimate a spatial configuration of defect-nanoantenna system. For instance, The spatial configuration of case-2 can be estimated in a similar way. Figure 4c that Purcell factor contributions from normalized nonradiative rate is 55 and normalized radiative rate is 5 at this distance. On the other hand, one does not have to estimate the radiative contribution to the Purcell factor because it is already experimentally determined to be (Γ rad /Γ 0 =2.5) as in Figure 3d . That readily sets the nonradiative contribution to be at a value of (Γ nonrad /Γ 0 =57.5) in order to yield a Purcell factor 60. The simulation results provided in Figure 4d suggests the defect center to Ag plasmonic nanoantenna separation to be at 45 nm for a radiative contribution of 2.5 but the nonradiative part suggests a 35 nm separation. In light of this, one may realize that two explicitly different decay times in Figure 4c strongly indicate the possibility of two simultaneous nanoantennas playing a role in case 2. Therefore, in this regard we have performed a simulation accounting for two simultaneously interacting nanoantennas with the hBN defect center.
We have used a Hanbury-Brown-Twiss (HBT) interferometer for characterization of emission properties of QEs (details of the setup is given in Methods). Figure 5a shows a secondorder correlation function, g (2) (τ ), measured from the emitter coupled with Ag plasmonic nanoantenna in case 2. The dip with a value below 0.5 shows at zero delay time (without To be more clear, if one follows the red dots in Figure 5b , it appears that a Purcell factor of 2.5 is achieved at the QE-Nanoantenna separation of the 160 nm. This means that the QE resides at a position which is at a 160 nm distance to one nanoantenna and at a 30 nm distance to the other one. Purcell factors of 60 and 2 are obtained at 32 nm and 160 nm distances following the black and green dots in Figure 5b . The simulation results suggest that two simultaneous Ag nanoantennas with different sizes and distances affecting the defect center's fluorescence lifetime can be a reasonable explanation of observed two decay times in Figure 4c . In summary, we demonstrate that dewetting based nanoantenna fabrication technique when accompanied with computer simulations can be an effective methodology for performing deterministic coupling experiments on quantum-plasmonic hybrid systems.
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Methods
First, a 10 mm x 10 mm polished Si wafer chip is laser engraved with unique individual marks (such as Arabic numerals) in a 2D layout for finding the same particular locations under the microscope before and after processes. Then, a thorough cleaning process is made after laser marking. for 20 min. The purpose of the annealing process is to assure that the selected defect is not affected in that temperature level later on during annealing step for dewetting although the fact that hBN defect centers are durable to much higher temperature annealing. Output power of the laser is attenuated with a round shape neutral density filter in order to increase the power gradually. The emission spectra is captured for different excitation power in figure 12. Same procedure above is followed for background substraction. Area under the intensity plot gives the power values. In a selected wavelength interval (see inset of 12), the data analysis is performed and results are plotted in figure 13 . The saturation power is observed as 663 µW . The fitting function is given as; 19 The results are captured as it is seen in figure 14 . In order to make a data analysis, one measurement cycle is selected. The exponential decay in figure 14 is fitted with the function;
where A 1 and A 2 are fitting parameters. Since we have three-level model, double-exponential is used as a fitting function. Thereby, lifetime of the excited state, τ 1 , is found as 2.4 ns while the metastable state lifetime, τ 2 , is 11.5 ns. This is the expected result. One comment about fitting may be that playing with the fitting function or fitting parameters can easily cause a small changes in lifetimes. This is ignorable. Especially, within this work, the comparison of lifetime is important. As long as fitting functions are same for different experiments, lifetimes can be compared safely.
Simulation
First of all, an incoming plane wave is traversed through an air domain surrounded by perfectly match layers (PML). Then, a single silver nano-sphere is planted into the air domain.
Later on, the substrate is introduced in the simulation domain. The energy attenuated in the incoming light (the extinction) and the energy localized near to the particle surface are investigated for different geometries. As a result, four different field components: Incoming fields, scattered fields, localized fields and total fields are evaluated. Optical responses of silver and silicon substrate are taken into account by the interpolation list that is defined experimentally. ?
A 25 nm radius of silver (Johnson & Christy ? ) nanosphere is planted into the model.
Reliability of computed results are tested by literature values. ? ? For 25 nm radius silver particle results are used for reliability check. The resonance wavelength of the particle is calculated as 364 nm. As it is seen in the figure (16) , the quality factor is found as 24. The Drude model calculation for the same scenario in ? including bound electron contributions show that the quality factor is 24 however it gives the value of 21 when it is using tabulated data (Johnson & Christy). Also, it is observed that the resonance frequency does not match exactly. Contrary to this, the Bohren & Huffman code ? using Johnson & Christy parameters confirms our model so that the resonance wavelength and the quality factor values are exactly same. One may want to check this code by him/herself can visit the following link which is available as an online widget (http://nordlander.rice.edu/miewidget). Moreover, the small shifts are observed for the same case of scattering on silver sphere in different approaches.
Analytical methods and their numerical evaluations are clearly giving different spectral values than calculations which are made with 'full electrodynamics solution'. The comparison of extinction efficiency, indicator of far field excitation coupling into smaller volumes, shows that there exists an optimized geometry for the best nanoantenna because its spectral response has to be narrow, as well.
The differences in the model with smaller geometries or the miscalculated data can be originated from the degree of approximation. In order to test this, as a primitive example; same case given above was calculated one more time but with a coarser mesh size which defines the discretization of finite elements. Applying only fine mesh onto the particle, the scattering cross section values, for high energies, started to change and in some values close to the zero they became to have negative values. These miscalculation effect is faced when getting smaller diameter in higher frequencies. The actual simulations are made mostly with extra fine mesh and it is seen that the unexpected data is meliorated.
After that the effect of larger physical cross section on EM cross section was demonstrated 
Scattering on nanoislands
More realistic model is built to define a proper scattering model that gives explanatory results for the fabricated nanoparticles. By the help of information that we obtained from previous section above, an improved simulation model is developed for fabricated shapes.
As we observed from the tilted SEM images, shape of the particles are hemispherical. Also, they are numerously formed. For the sake of reliability and clarity of the results, the model is built step by step in a progressive manner. Different contributions from substrate, shape, size and material will be included in this model. Therefore, each manipulation in the model is applied one at a time.
At first, only change is to cut the sphere from its bottom. The particle suspended in midair which is surrounded by 200 nm perfectly matched layer (PML). The mesh sizes are defined by considering the sharp edges and the particle's radius. For the nanoparticle domain, maximum element size is set as 2 nm and minimum element size is set as 1 nm.
The remaning part in the physical domain is meshed as 'extremely fine' from the local mesh directory.
Each model is computed with parametric sweep and proceeded around 26-27 hours with a powerful workstation. The computer has 20 cores and 40 processors with maximum 3.2
GHz speed and 192 GB random access memory (RAM). One model is computed with %60 computer utilization.
It is obvious that the larger particle with 120 nm diameter has more effective cross section. The 30 nm diameter particle is absorption dominant while the larger one is dominant in the scattering regime. As it is expected, the quality factor of the resonance is decreased with the size increment.
The comparison of how a hemispheroid shape differs from a perfect sphere is given for 15 and 60 nm radius nanoantennas in figure 28 and 29 . For the 30 nm size, the centre wavelength is shifted from 358 nm to 379 nm and the absorption efficiency becomes 17 while the perfect sphere has the value of 11. When the particle gets larger size, hemispheroid shape cause a shift in resonance wavelength and an increase in the total efficiency. For 120 nm, the centre wavelength is observed around 450 nm and the scattering efficiency is increased from 8 to 13. The extinction efficiencies shows that the smaller particle has the larger value which is quite meaningful because the extinction efficiency is an indicator of how strong the incoming light and the nanoantenna interact. The smaller one interacts with the incoming light more than the larger one but works in absorption dominant regime. 
instantaneous Poynting vector
Time average of the instantaneous Poynting vector,
S inc and S sca are time-averaged electromagnetic power flows for incoming and scattered fields. Incoming and scattered fields also interfere with each other. This interaction causes an additional power expression which is being S ext in equation (8) .
The crucial point is to obtain the energy values relevant to the particle. In the model (??) 
The scattering and the absoption processes remove energy from the incident field. Throughout the interaction of light with the nanoparticle, incoming fields experience an obstacle larger than the particle's cross sectional area. The electromagnetic cross sections are given as; ?
As a criterion of how the interception area has a larger value than the actual cross sectional area, the efficiencies are given as;
Q ext =⇒ Strong interaction with the incoming fields
Computational investigation of the quantum emitter
Fermi's Golden Rule The emission rate for a single isolated atom is expressed as; ?
δ(ω i −ω f ) expresses the transition from initial to final state.Ĥ I is the interaction Hamiltonian between atom and photon. Since we have a numerous of final states, the above expression should be sum over all final states; Partial LDOS is defined as;
and the total density of photonic state is the total electromagnetic modes per unit volume and unit frequency at a single location, r 0 ;
For free space;
ρ 0 = ω 0 π 2 c 3 and γ 0 = ω 3 0 | µ| 2 3π 0 c 3 (21) where µ= f |μ|i is the transition dipole matrix element.
Emission rate is expressed as; is investigated. In order to observe two different regimes, 30 nm and 120 nm diameter particles are modelled and compared for each case. The Purcell factor is known for the weak coupling regime as,
The term λ 0 /n is the resonance wavelength for the material with refractive index of n.
Quality factor (Q) and the mode volume (V) are tools for manipulation of any quantum emitter located in a resonant medium. Mode volume, V, is an electromagnetic quantity that measures the local density of photonic states (it is known as a physical volume for dielectric cavities). The real and imaginary parts of V are responsible for on and off resonances.
Re(V) emphasizes the on resonances therefore supports the radiative part while the Im(V) emphasizes the off resonances. In other words, the imaginary part is corresponded by the non-radiative LDOS and the real part is corresponded with radiative LDOS.
The quantum emitter can be located at any point around a particle. It is important to find LDOS of that point where quantum emitter is located. 
